“Keegan is the acoustic guitar player of doom.”
-Andy Ellis. Senior Editor. Premier Guitar
About #TheAnthemProject
Nashville, TN—The Anthem Project is a patriotic and cinematic musical journey through the diverse landscapes of our great country. The
project aims to bring a breath of fresh air to a chapter of our history that is threatening to be clouded by arguments and clashing ideologies.
“Whether it's related to politics or other issues, the negative fixation on divisive topics has become so extreme today that many of us are losing
sight of what we have right beneath our feet.” says Keegan McClellan, the renowned Nashville acoustic guitar soloist who collaborated with
Youngblood Films to accomplish the visionary project. “I wanted to create something that counteracts all that; something that speaks to every
American.”
The video was shot over the course of three weeks, traveling by car coast-to-coast to visit 16 iconic outdoor locations (13 of which made the
final cut) to capture the stunningly diverse footage. The single and its accompanying music video will be released June 27th, 2017 across various
social media platforms, as well as the artist’s website, keeganmcclellan.com in anticipation of July 4th, 2017 and as a commemoration of our
nation’s birthday celebrations.
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Keegan McClellan just made a ridiculously epic viral video of the US Anthem.
About Keegan
Keegan McClellan has been playing guitar for over sixteen years and has performed hundreds of shows throughout the country. He is
one of the preeminent fingerstyle guitar players in Nashville and has developed a unique and engaging sound that infuses a poetic
sense of melody with an intensity rarely seen on acoustic instruments. An accomplished player, Keegan has spent well over a decade
of his twenty-seven years studying with some of Nashville’s top guitar players, contributing to an early-acquired reputation as a
“freak,” “possessed” on stage and a “monster guitarist.”
Despite an intensely technical background, Keegan’s compositions and collaborative work are characterized by melody and a
sensitive attention to detail. From collaborating with Motown Records Artist Royce Lovett to playing lead guitar for punk rock
bands, Keegan’s sense of musical progression seems to find its way into multiple genres effortlessly.

